
 

Cerenade can facilitate the seamless import of your contact and case data through 

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet templates. Please find below links to the template files and 

guidance on how enter data within them. After completing the templates, please 

contact your Cerenade representative for a secure submission link. 

CONTACT DATA IMPORT 

Utilize the Contact_Record.xlsx file to input your contact data.                                 
Available at URL: https://www.cerenade.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/Contact_Records.xlsx 

Refer to the provided instructions and examples within the file to structure your entries 

correctly. Note that this Excel workbook comprises two distinct worksheets. The first 

sheet (“Data Fields to Import”) serves as the data entry template. The second sheet 

("Schema for Data Fields") outlines field names, types, character limits, and descriptions. 

 

 

Note that you may import contact data without also importing case data.  

However, to import case data, you must also import contact data. In doing so, you may 

choose to override the reserved AlienID column in the Contact_Record.xlsx template. 

Please read the 'Case Data Import section for more on this. 
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CASE DATA IMPORT 

Utilize the Case_Records.xlsx file to input your case data.                                           
Available at URL: https://www.cerenade.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/Case_Records.xlsx 

Refer to the provided instructions and examples within the file to structure your entries 

correctly. Like contact data import, the Excel workbook for case data includes two 

worksheets. The initial sheet serves as the data entry template. The second sheet, titled 

"Schema for Data Fields," outlines field-specific requirements and character limits. 

 

 

Within Case_Records.xlsx, there is an optional MainPartyID column that can be used to 

establish a relationship between cases and contacts by creating a reference to the 

AliendID column in Contact_Record.xlsx. You have two options: 

1) Associate a “main contact” with each case during data import. 

a. AlienID – for each contact, input unique identifier values (must be integers). 

b. MainPartyID – for each case, input the contact’s AlienID whom you would like 

to associate as the “main contact” for the case. 
 

2) Do not associate a “main contact” with each case data import.  

a. AlienID – leave this column blank. 

b. MainPartyID – leave this column blank.  

Note that “main contacts” of cases can later be added, changed, or removed from 

within the application. Please also note that regardless of if you choose option (1) or (2) 

above, in order to import case data, you must also import contact data. 
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